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"There is much food for thought in this small book, easily readable on the 
train, bus or plane for we must address this problem". Sally Ramage in 
the Criminal Lawyer 

"An excellent book for specialist and non-specialist alike. Fantastic and 
thought provoking review of policy and how each choice of whether 
legalisation or prohibition has its wider implications." 
5 star review on Amazon.co.uk 

"The 'war on drugs' is pursued relentlessly, and yet the drug legalisation 
debate refuses to go away. In his new book Philip Bean addresses the 
complexities of this debate, and although his default position is 
prohibitionist he provides a balanced account of this moral and political 
minefield." 
Geoffrey Pearson, Emeritus Professor of Criminology, Goldsmiths, 
University of London 

About This Book 

Government policy has steadfastly been against drug legalisation, but increasingly critics 
have argued that this is unsustainable. This book is a timely examination of the issues this 
raises. Numerous suggestions have been offered. Some seek complete legalisation, others 
a more modified form, yet still others want an increasing commitment to harm reduction 
policies. Philip Bean examines the implications of these proposals for individuals, 
especially juveniles, and for society, when set against crime reduction claims. He 
concludes with the necessary questions a rational drug policy must answer. The book will 
be essential reading for students and academics in criminology, sociology and social 
policy, as well as policy makers, practitioners and the general public. 
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